Manifold theory is an important topic in differential geometry. Riemannian manifolds are a wide class of differentiable manifolds. Riemannian manifolds consist of two fundamental class, as contact manifolds and complex manifolds. The notion of globally framed metric f -manifold is a generalization of these fundamental classes. Almost S -manifolds which are globally framed metric f -manifold generalize some contact manifolds carrying their dimension to ( )
Introduction
An extensive research about contact geometry is done in recent years. In the present paper, we are concerned with weak symmetries and Ricci symmetries of almost S -manifolds. We recall the price definitions.
Let M be a ( ) The study of globally framed metric f -manifold was started by Blair [4] , Goldberg and Yano [5] , Vanzura [6] . Almost S -structures were studied, without being precisely named, by Cabrerizo et al. [7] . Then Duggal et al. [8] also studied such manifolds and gave them the name almost S -manifold.
On an almost S -manifold, we can define a ( )
, where L denotes the Lie derivative in [7] .
We use extensively the properties of these tensor fields in the present paper. In particular, these operators are self-adjoint, traceless, anticommute with ϕ and, we have . [7] . Moreover, the following identities hold , 0 , 0
where ∇ is the Levi Civita connection of g , [8] . In 1995, Blair et al. [9] studied contact metric manifolds such that the characteristic vector field belongs to the ( ) µ κ , -nullity distribution. This concept was generalized by Cappelletti-Montano and Di Terlizzi in [10] .
Preliminaries
In this section, we give some fundamental informations which we use in the next part from [10] . 
, the following identity holds are not zero or 0 ≠ P [11, 12] .
From (3.1), an easy calculation shows that if M is weakly symmetric then we have
where P is defined by ( ) ( )
Now, we consider this definition for almost S -manifold verifying the ( ) µ κ , -nullity condition.
Theorem 3.1. There exists no weakly symmetric
, where κ is a smooth function and
, ,
By using 
Comparing the right hand sides of the (3.4) and (3.5), we see that 
Now, we will show that Replacing W by X in (3.10) and taking summation with (3.10), in view of (3.7) ( ) ( By replacing Z with X in (3.12) and taking summation with (3.11) and using (3.7), then we conclude Replacing Z by Y in (3.5) and comparing the right hand sides of the equations (4.2) and (3.5), then we get Proof. By using (1.1) and (5.1), then we get 
(5.7)
Taking into account of (5.7) in (5.6), then we derive ( )
, , 
, , , , , , 
(5.9) Using (5.9) in (5.4), then we deduce
It is well-known that Taking the inner product of (6.2) with Z , then we obtain Thus, we complete the proof.
Conclusion
Symmetric manifolds play an important role in differential geometry. Thus, classification of manifolds with respect to symmetry properties helps the researcher for their advanced studies. We prove some existence theorems for some weakly symmetric manifolds. We give a characterization of ϕ -symmetric spaces.
